Bronevetsky

100%
QuickTime™ and a TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor are needed to see this picture.
•The compiler detects dead data (not modified between 2 CKPT) and omit them from the second checkpoint.
•Latest result (Static Analysis 1D arrays) ( y y ) excludes live arrays with dead data: --> 45% reduction in CKPT size for mdcask, one of the ASCI Purple benchmarks •Process data could be considered (and encoded) either as bit-streams or as floating point numbers.
Computing the checksum from bit-streams uses operations
QuickTime and a TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor are needed to see this picture.
Computing the checksum from bit streams uses operations such as parity. Computing checksum from floating point numbers uses operations such as addition
•Can survive multiple failures of arbitrary patterns p yp
Reed Solomon for bit-streams and weighted checksum for floating point numbers (sensitive to round-off errors).
•Work with with incremental ckpt.
•Need spare nodes and double the memory occupation (to survive failures during ckpt.) --> increases the overall cost and #failures Challenge: experiment more Diskless CKPT and Challenge: experiment more Diskless CKPT and in very large machines in very large machines (current result are for (current result are for ~1000 CPUs) 1000 CPUs)
